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ABSTRACT

1

Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is the cornerstone of many important applications. In practice, however, it is quite difficult to
maintain the performance efficiency of a DBT system due to its
inherent complexity. Although performance regression testing is an
effective approach to detect potential performance regression issues,
it is not easy to apply performance regression testing to DBT systems, because of the natural differences between DBT systems and
common software systems and the limited availability of effective
test programs. In this paper, we present FADATest, which devises
several novel techniques to address these challenges. Specifically,
FADATest automatically generates adaptable test programs from
existing real benchmark programs of DBT systems according to the
runtime characteristics of the benchmarks. The test programs can
then be used to achieve highly efficient and adaptive performance
regression testing of DBT systems. We have implemented a prototype of FADATest. Experimental results show that FADATest can
successfully uncover the same performance regression issues across
the evaluated versions of two popular DBT systems, QEMU and
Valgrind, as the original benchmark programs. Moreover, the testing efficiency is improved significantly on two different hardware
platforms powered by x86-64 and AArch64, respectively.

Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is a key enabling technology
for many important applications, such as whole program analysis [6, 33], hardware simulation [21, 32], heterogeneous computation offloading [38], and software fuzz testing [9, 23]. In essence, a
DBT system dynamically translates executable binary code from
a guest instruction set architecture (ISA) to a host ISA, which can
be different from or same as the guest ISA. By executing the generated host code on a physical host machine, the DBT system can
either emulate the semantics of the guest application or enhance
its functionality, e.g., execution tracing for performance analysis.
Despite the vital importance of DBT, it is still quite challenging to
develop and maintain an efficient DBT system in practice. Typically,
the translation process in a DBT system maps a guest instruction
into one or more host instructions, which together emulate the semantics of the guest instruction. Given the semantic gaps between
different ISAs, the translated host binary code often suffers from
significant code explosion. For example, an x86-64 instruction may
be translated into dozens of AArch64 instructions due to the differences between the two ISAs. Therefore, in general, the performance
of a guest application running with DBT is remarkably worse than
its native performance. Besides, to support code translations across
various ISAs in one system, DBT developers usually have to create a
huge code base. Even worse, to keep pace with the rapidly evolving
hardware architectures, existing DBT systems need to be updated
frequently to support emerging machine instructions. These factors inevitably render the inherent difficulty of maintaining the
performance efficiency of a DBT system.
To give an example, QEMU [3] is a well-known DBT system and
has been widely used in many research projects and real-world
products [29]. It has around 2.8M lines of source code. Every day,
an average of 10 commits are added to the code base by different
developers, embodying 25 source lines revised in each commit
on average. As a consequence, a tiny and seemingly innocuous
modification to the large code base may introduce an unexpected
impact on the performance of the system. Indeed, we have observed
multiple performance regression issues between two successive
release versions, which enclose an average of 2188 code commits.
This apparently makes it quite difficult and time-consuming to
debug and fix the performance issues.
Therefore, in this paper, we advocate that it is necessary and imperative to conduct performance regression testing during the daily
development of a DBT system. This will allow DBT developers to
notice unexpected performance regressions at a very early stage
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and thus reduce the tremendous engineering effort needed to fix the
problems. Performance regression testing has been demonstrated
to be a practical approach to detect potential performance inconsistencies between two different versions of a software system. It has
been extensively adopted during software development cycles in
commercial companies [1, 11, 17], and a large amount of research
work has been devoted to studying and enhancing performance
regression testing [8, 13, 14, 16, 22, 24–27, 30, 35].
However, unfortunately, performance regression testing of DBT
systems faces several unique challenges. First, the performance of
a DBT system is usually evaluated using industry-standard and
classical benchmark suites, such as SPEC CPU 2017 [34] and PARSEC [5]. Due to the aforementioned performance overhead incurred
by DBT, it takes an extremely long time, even with most recent DBT
optimizations applied [15, 36, 37, 40–42], to complete the testing of
an entire benchmark suite. For instance, QEMU needs more than
three hours to finish the execution of a single benchmark program
in SPEC CPU 2017. Note that, although these benchmark suites are
shipped with input data sets in different scales, the smaller data
sets are primarily used for correctness verification rather than performance testing. Second, different from most software systems, a
DBT system takes as input executable binary code instead of regular
program data. This makes it extraordinarily difficult to generate
effective test inputs for performance regression testing, as each test
input needs to be a binary code in guest ISA compiled from a test
program. Simply using artificial test programs would not help because they will not be able to expose the same performance issues as
real benchmark programs. Last but not least, DBT systems usually
run on diverse platforms, ranging from servers, to desktops, mobile
and embedded devices. Given the dramatically different computing
power of these platforms, it is obviously unreasonable to use a set
of fixed test programs to conduct performance regression testing
of a DBT system on all of these platforms, because this may lead to
either inaccurate testing results on high-performance platforms or
poor testing efficiency on low-power platforms.
To address the above challenges and make DBT performance
regression testing possible and practical, we propose FADATest in
this paper. FADATest aims to realize fast and adaptive performance
regression testing of DBT systems. To this end, FADATest first
intelligently captures runtime characteristics of real benchmark
programs through dynamic program profiling. Based on the collected information, FADATest then automatically generates adaptable test programs to preserve the characteristics of the benchmark
programs. The generated test programs are able to accurately simulate the behaviors and performance results of original benchmark
programs, while the execution times of the test programs are significantly shorter. Therefore, the test programs can replace the
original benchmark programs to achieve efficient performance regression testing of DBT systems. Furthermore, the test size of each
test program generated by FADATest can be easily scaled up/down
on demand to fit the target hardware platform of a DBT system.
We have implemented a research prototype of FADATest. To
evaluate the effectiveness of FADATest, we employ two major performance benchmark suites of DBT systems, SPEC CPU 2017 and
PARSEC. Specifically, we utilize both the original benchmark programs and the generated test programs to test the performance of
two widely-used DBT systems, QEMU and Valgrind, across different
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release versions. Experimental results show that the performance
results of the generated test programs strongly match with those of
the original benchmark programs. In other words, all performance
regression issues in the evaluated versions that can be detected by
the original benchmark programs are also successfully discovered
by the test programs generated by FADATest. More importantly,
the testing efficiency is enhanced significantly, compared to the
original benchmark programs. This demonstrates the capability of
FADATest to conduct efficient performance regression testing of
DBT systems. In addition, the evaluation results on a low-power
AArch64 platform show that the adaptability of the generated test
programs allows FADATest to achieve the high testing efficiency
on this hardware platform without loss of testing accuracy.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We present FADATest, which integrates novel techniques to
realize efficient and adaptive performance regression testing
of DBT systems. FADATest automatically generates test programs for performance regression testing according to the
dynamic characteristics of real benchmarks.
• We implement a research prototype of FADATest. The prototype supports two mainstream ISAs on the market, x86-64
and AArch64. Our implementation also overcomes several
technical obstacles caused by executing special hardware
instructions in the generated test programs.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of FADATest. The evaluation results show that
FADATest can successfully reveal performance regression
issues of DBT systems. Compared to the original benchmark
programs, the testing efficiency is significantly improved.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

How DBT Works? In general, a DBT system translates guest binary code at the basic block (or block) granularity. Each block contains a sequence of guest instructions with at most one branch
instruction at the end of the block. That is, a block has only one
entry and one exit and the execution of a block is sequential. The
translated host binary code is saved to a software code cache to
mitigate the translation overhead as a block may be executed multiple times in the same execution. Once the translation of a block
is completed, the execution flow is transferred to the code cache
so that the translated host binary code can be executed. Therefore,
the execution of a DBT system is typically interleaved by the code
translation and the execution of the translated host binary code,
until all dynamically discovered blocks are translated.
High Performance Overhead of DBT. Due to the significant semantic gaps between different ISAs, the translated host binary code
often suffers from substantial code explosion, which undoubtedly
leads to heavy performance overhead. To give an example, Figure 1
shows the normalized execution times of QEMU (version 5.0.0) and
Valgrind (version 3.16.0) with benchmark programs in PARSEC
on two different hardware platforms: x86-64 and AArch64. More
details about the configuration of the two platforms can be found
in Section 5. The performance baseline is the execution time of the
corresponding benchmarks running natively on the x86-64 platform. As we can see from the figure, QEMU introduces an average
of 6× and 36× performance slowdown for the x86-64 and AArch64
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Figure 1: Normalized execution times of QEMU and Valgrind
on x86-64 and AArch64 platforms. The baseline is the native
benchmark execution time on the x86-64 platform.
platforms, respectively. Similarly, Valgrind introduces an average
of 28× performance slowdown on the x86-64 platform. We failed
to collect the data of Valgrind on the AArch64 platform due to the
unbearably long execution time. This result demonstrates the slow
execution of programs running atop a DBT system. From this figure,
we can further conclude that the performance of the benchmarks is
much worse on the AArch64 platform (i.e., QEMU-AArch64). This
is mainly because the computing power of the AArch64 processor
is much lower than the x86-64 processor on our platforms. On the
other side, this shows the difficulty to achieve a similar testing
efficiency when using the same programs to test the performance
of a DBT system on different hardware platforms.
Performance Regressions of DBT. Given the inherent complexity of modern ISAs, developers have to manually create a huge
code base to support various guest and host instructions in a DBT
system. For example, one of the source files related to translating
AArch64 instructions in QEMU contains around 15K lines of source
code. Besides, to improve the translation quality, as well as support
emerging hardware instructions, such as single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) instructions, frequent changes to the source code are
very common during the development and maintenance process.
This unavoidably leads to performance variance across different
versions of a DBT system. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the
performance results of different release versions of QEMU with
the swaptions benchmark in PARSEC under different numbers
of threads. As shown in the figure, the performance of QEMU is
not consistent across different versions, e.g., the performance is decreased significantly from 2.12.1 to 3.0.0. Though the performance
is increased later on in 4.0.1, it is not clear whether the previous
performance degradation is fixed or not. Therefore, in order to monitor and maintain the performance efficiency of a DBT system, it is
necessary and urgent to conduct performance regression testing
during the daily development of the DBT system.
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Figure 2: Normalized execution times of different versions
of QEMU with the swaptions benchmark in PARSEC under
different numbers of threads. The baseline is the execution
time of QEMU (version 2.3.0) of each thread configuration.

be sufficiently short. This allows the testing approach to
be used during the daily development of a DBT system to
rapidly discover performance regression issues.
• High Testing Accuracy. The testing approach is expected
to have a strong capability to accurately uncover potential performance regressions of a DBT system. This means
representative DBT performance benchmark suites can be
replaced to avoid extremely long testing times.
• High Testing Adaptability. Since a DBT system may run
on a broad range of hardware platforms, it is necessary and
required that the testing approach can be adapted seamlessly
to the actual target platform of the DBT system without loss
of the high testing efficiency and accuracy.
• Low Manual Effort. It is typically not acceptable if the
testing approach needs to put additional engineering effort
on DBT developers. Moreover, the testing approach should
be very easy to use and helpful so that DBT developers would
like to adopt it in their development cycles.
The key to realize practical performance regression testing of
DBT systems is to generate short yet effective test programs, which
can be used to test DBT performance regularly. A naïve approach is
to randomly sample the execution of a selected benchmark program
to collect a list of basic blocks and then assemble them together to
form a test program. Though this approach can potentially shorten
the testing time, it does not comply with the above principles. For
example, it is hard to determine an appropriate sampling rate so that
the generated test program can achieve acceptable testing efficiency
and accuracy. Also, the test programs generated using this approach
are fixed and thus hard to be scaled up/down to fit different hardware platforms. In contrast, the design of FADATest is compliance
with these principles. It combines several novel techniques to realize fast, accurate, and adaptive performance regression testing of
DBT systems. Next, we present a high-level overview of FADATest,
followed by a detailed description of each component.

FADATEST

In general, there are several principles for designing a practical
performance regression testing approach for DBT systems:
• High Testing Efficiency. Given the heavy performance
overhead incurred by DBT systems, the testing time should

3.1

System Overview

FADATest takes several steps to generate a test program from a
seed DBT performance benchmark program. The seed benchmark
program may come from an existing benchmark suite, e.g., SPEC
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Figure 4: The actual number of threads created by the benchmark bodytrack in PARSEC is different from the number
of threads specified by the input parameter 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠. M:
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Figure 3: System overview of FADATest.
CPU 2017 or PARSEC, or provided by DBT developers with specific performance testing purposes. Figure 3 shows the high-level
workflow of FADATest.
As shown in the figure, FADATest first collects runtime characteristics of the seed benchmark program through online execution
profiling. This enables FADATest to understand the dynamic behavior of the seed program. Next, FADATest performs an in-depth
analysis on the gathered information to determine the distribution patterns of the program. This allows FADATest to generate
a distribution pattern to summarize how the basic blocks are distributed across different threads and how the number of threads
influences such a distribution. With this distribution pattern, the
final step of FADATest is to generate the test program. More specifically, FADATest includes all blocks that may affect the performance
of the DBT system in the test program. Besides, the test program
is parameterized in two dimensions. First, the dynamic execution
counters of blocks can be adjusted to increase/decrease the testing
time. Second, the number of threads can be changed to test specific
thread settings of the DBT system. Both of them can be easily tuned
through the options of the test program provided to users. This
way, the generated test programs can test DBT performance on
different hardware platforms, as shown in the figure.

3.2

num_threads = 2

Program Execution Profiling

In theory, we can extract a test program statically from a seed
benchmark program, at either source code level or binary code level.
However, this approach may lead to inaccurate testing results due to
the lack of the important dynamic execution characteristics of the
seed benchmark program. To avoid this problem, the first step of
FADATest is to collect the execution profile of the seed benchmark
program. To this end, FADATest executes the seed program with
the standard input data set provided by the benchmark suite. For
example, FADATest uses the reference input to collect the runtime
characteristics of benchmark programs in SPEC CPU 2017. Note
that SPEC CPU 2017 also provides the test and train inputs, which
are smaller than reference, but they are generally not intended for
performance testing and thus not considered by FADATest. During
the execution of the seed program, FADATest collects two major
types of profiling information: block hotness and thread activities.

Block Hotness Profiling. Here, the “hotness” of a basic block
means the times the block is executed dynamically under the provided input data set. The reason why FADATest collects the hotness
information at the basic block level is because basic block is the
translation unit of DBT systems. A hot basic block typically implies
that the block is executed frequently and thus more likely to account for a higher proportion of the entire execution time of the
DBT system, compared to a cold block. FADATest creates a hotness
counter for every basic block translated by the DBT system and
increases the counter by one each time when the translated host binary code of the block is executed. Note that the hotness counter is
thread private, which means each thread has its own block hotness
data. This allows FADATest to perform a thread-aware distribution
pattern analysis in the following step.
Thread Activity Profiling. Thread activity information includes
the specific time points at which a thread is created and terminated.
Instead of using the absolute time, FADATest employs relative times,
which eliminate any potential inaccuracies caused by uncertainty
factors, such as thread synchronization and scheduling. Specifically,
when a thread is created/terminated, FADATest marks down the
corresponding execution point of its parent thread, i.e., the number
of basic blocks that have been executed in the parent thread. With
this thread activity information, the test program generated by
FADATest is able to exhibit a similar thread behavior to the seed
program. This is important as the generated test program may
be used to test DBT performance with various thread settings,
which cannot be profiled completely in advance. For example, a test
program generated based on the execution profiles of 1, 2, and 4
threads may be used to test the performance of 8 threads or more.

3.3

Distribution Pattern Analysis

The purpose of the distribution pattern analysis is to determine
how the execution of a basic block is distributed among different
threads, so that the generated test program can faithfully simulate
the thread behaviors of the seed benchmark program. In particular,
the distribution pattern analysis aims to answer the following two
questions. First, how is the execution of a basic block changed
when the number of threads is scaled up/down? Second, what is the
exact distribution of a basic block among different threads under a
specific number of threads? To answer these questions, FADATest
conducts a comprehensive distribution pattern analysis based on
the profiled block hotness and thread activity information.

FADATest

Algorithm 1: Thread Grouping Analysis
Input: 𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 - The list of block hotness arrays, where each
array corresponds to a block and is indexed by thread id
Output: 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 - The result thread groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 ← 𝐺𝑒𝑡 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 (𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 );
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 ←<< 1, 2, ..., 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 >>;
foreach hotness array 𝐻𝐴 in 𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 do
𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 ← 𝐹𝐴𝐿𝑆𝐸;
𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 ← 𝐹𝐴𝐿𝑆𝐸;
foreach group 𝑔 in 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 do
for thread id 𝑡𝑖𝑑 in 𝑔 do
if 𝐻𝐴 [𝑡𝑖𝑑 ] = 0 then
𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 ← 𝑇 𝑅𝑈 𝐸;
else
𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 ← 𝑇 𝑅𝑈 𝐸;
end
end
if 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 and 𝐻𝑎𝑠𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜 then
(𝑔1, 𝑔2) ← 𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (𝑔);
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠.𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 (𝑔);
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠.𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑔1, 𝑔2);
end
end
end
return ResultGroups;

Thread Grouping Analysis. Generally, a multi-threaded program
exports to users an adjustable parameter, e.g., 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠, which
allows users to specify the number of threads for the execution
of the program. Intuitively, the value of 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the same
as the actual number of threads created by the program. But, our
observations on the multi-threaded benchmark programs from
PARSEC show that the actual number of the created threads is probably greater than the specified value of 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠. For example,
bodytrack is a PARSEC benchmark. When we run this benchmark
with a specified number of threads 1, i.e., 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 1, the
actual number of the created threads is 3. Similarly, if the specified
number of threads is 2 and 4, the actual number of the created
threads is 4 and 6, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates this behavior.
Further investigation shows that this benchmark always creates a
main thread, an I/O thread, and 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 worker threads. In
other words, the main thread and the I/O thread do not scale when
the value of 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 increases. Therefore, the first step of the
distribution pattern analysis in FADATest is to understand how the
threads of the seed benchmark program are grouped and how the
number of threads in each group scales.
To this end, FADATest analyzes the profiled basic block hotness
data to identify the thread grouping pattern. This is inspired by the
key observation that the threads in the same group should execute
same/similar basic blocks. By searching for group-private blocks,
which are executed by one group but not others, FADATest can
rapidly identify thread groups in an execution profile. FADATest
represents the thread grouping pattern using a two-dimensional
array: <<𝛼 1 , 𝛽 1 >, <𝛼 2 , 𝛽 2 >, ..., <𝛼𝑛 , 𝛽𝑛 >>, where 𝛼𝑖 ×𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 +
𝛽𝑖 is the actual number of threads in the group 𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛.
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Table 1: Thread grouping patterns identified by FADATest
for seed benchmark programs in PARSEC.

blackscholes
bodytrack
canneal
dedup
fluidanimate
freqmine
streamcluster
swaptions
vips

Thread Grouping Pattern
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>, <0, 1>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <0, 1>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>>
<<0, 1>, <1, -1>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <1, 0>, <0, 1>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>>
<<0, 1>, <1, 0>>

Algorithm 1 describes how FADATest identifies thread groups.
Initially, there is only one thread group. The analysis attempts to
split the initial group into multiple groups by scanning the hotness
data of all basic blocks to identify group-private blocks. A group is
split into two groups if at least one thread in the group executes
some blocks that are not executed by any other thread(s). By applying this algorithm to multiple execution profiles of the same
seed benchmark program with different numbers of threads, e.g.,
1, 2, and 4, FADATest can obtain multiple thread grouping results.
With these grouping results, FADATest can further infer the thread
grouping pattern by analyzing the relationship between the total
number of threads in each group and the value of 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠.
Recall the bodytrack benchmark in Figure 4, the thread grouping pattern identified by FADATest is <<0, 1>, <1, 0>, <0, 1>>. We
further list the thread grouping patterns identified by FADATest
for seed benchmark programs from PARSEC in Table 1. The table shows that every benchmark has more than one thread group.
streamcluster even has seven groups. This explains the necessity
of the thread grouping analysis. Indeed, without this information,
it will be extremely hard, if not impossible, to correctly scale up
the number of threads in the generated test program and match the
thread behaviors of the seed benchmark program.
Block Hotness Pattern Analysis. With the thread grouping information, FADATest next analyzes the distribution patterns of
basic block hotness. FADATest achieves this through two steps.
First, FADATest identifies the block hotness patterns at the thread
group level, i.e., the relationship between the total execution counters of a basic block inside a group and the number of threads in
the group. Second, FADATest figures out the distribution patterns
of basic block hotness among threads inside a group. Note that
FADATest analyzes the hotness distribution pattern for each basic
block, as different blocks often exhibit different behaviors.
Given a thread group 𝐺 with 𝑚 threads, FADATest creates a
simple yet accurate model to compute the total execution count of
a block in 𝐺: 𝜃 × 𝑚 + 𝛿, where 𝜃 and 𝛿 are the model parameters
and can be calculated based on the method of least squares approximation using the profiled execution counts of the block in 𝐺 with
different thread numbers. Suppose the actual execution count of the
block is 𝐶 1 and the count computed by the model is 𝐶 2 . The error
|𝐶
2|
rate of the model is determined by 1𝐶−𝐶
. Our experiences with
1
standard multi-threaded DBT performance benchmark programs
show that, within an error rate less than 10%, this model is able to
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Algorithm 2: Test Program Generation

By each thread

Input: 𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 - The list of block hotness arrays
𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 - The specification of thread groups
𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡 𝑦𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 - The specification of thread activities
Output: 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 - The generated source code of the test program
1
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4

8
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1
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Figure 5: Hotness distribution patterns of two different basic
blocks of bodytrack in the same thread group. The x-axis is
the number of threads in the group.

3
4
5
6
7

predict the execution counts of more than 90% basic blocks. For
the remaining blocks, they often have very small execution counts
and thus can be excluded from the generated test program. To summarize, FADATest can accurately compute the hotness count of a
basic block for each thread group through this model.
Next, FADATest analyzes the distribution pattern of a block inside a group. It is worth pointing out that this pattern typically
does not change when the number of threads in the group changes.
FADATest uses a vector to denote the pattern: <𝛾 1 , 𝛾 2 , ..., 𝛾𝑚 >,
Í
where 𝑚 is the number of threads in the group and 𝑚
𝑖=1 𝛾𝑖 = 1.
To simplify the design, FADATest heuristically treats a distribution pattern <𝛾 1 , 𝛾 2 , ..., 𝛾𝑚 > as an evenly distributed pattern, i.e.,
|𝛾 −1/𝑚 |
𝛾 1 = 𝛾 2 = ... = 𝛾𝑚 = 𝑚1 , if ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑚}, 𝑖1/𝑚 < 0.1. This
allows FADATest to accurately capture the pattern for more than
95% basic blocks.
Figure 5 shows two different distribution patterns analyzed by
FADATest for two basic blocks of the same thread group in the
bodytrack benchmark. As shown in the figure, the total execution
count of the first block does not change as the number of threads in
the group increases, while the total execution count of the second
block increases. But for both blocks, the total execution counts are
evenly distributed among different threads in the group.

3.4

Test Program Generation

FADATest adopts the C language for the test program as it is an
efficient system language and it is quite straightforward to integrate
the assembly code of basic blocks into the test program. To allow
users to easily scale up/down the execution time of the test program, FADATest generates each test program with a scaling factor
𝜂, which is used to calculate the actual execution counter of a basic
block 𝐵𝐵 for each thread 𝑇 :
𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐵𝐵,𝑇 )
(1)
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐵𝐵,𝑇 ) =
𝜂
Here, the hotness counter of 𝐵𝐵 for 𝑇 is calculated using the distribution pattern derived from the previous analysis. The value of
𝜂 can be tuned each time when the test program is used to test
DBT performance on a new hardware platform. In case the actual
execution count of a basic block becomes zero, i.e., 𝜂 is higher than
its hotness counter, the block will be skipped in the testing.
For a multi-threaded test program, a simple execution mechanism is to launch all threads at the beginning of the program. However, this may introduce potential inaccurate testing results. The
reason is that the execution of a multi-threaded program usually

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑁𝑈 𝐿𝐿;
foreach thread group id 𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷 in 𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 do
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 (𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷);
foreach basic block 𝐵𝐵 in 𝐻𝑜𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 do
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐵𝐵 (𝐵𝐵,𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷);
end
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑇 𝑎𝑖𝑙 (𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷);
end
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 ();
foreach thread group id 𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷 in 𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡 𝑦𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 do
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑇 ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡 𝑦 (𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷);
end
𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 ← 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑇 𝑎𝑖𝑙 (𝑇𝐺𝐼 𝐷);
return TCode;

interleaves multi-threaded execution phases with single-threaded
execution phases. Hence, the total execution time of the program
should combine the execution times of all phases. In other words,
the test program generated by FADATest should preserve both
multi-threaded phases and single-threaded phases in the seed benchmark program. Therefore, FADATest integrates the profiled thread
activity information into the generated test program. In particular,
the relative execution points of thread creation and termination
events are the same as those in the seed benchmark program. This
way, the multi-threaded test program generated by FADATest can
achieve more accurate performance testing results.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of generating a test program in
FADATest. An example of the generated test program is illustrated
in Figure 6. The major components of the test program include
several functions: init, run_thread_0, fini, and main. The main
function serves as the driver of the test program. The init and
fini functions allocate and deallocate memory resources required
to run the test program, respectively. FADATest analyzes the instructions in each basic block to determine the exact memory resource required by the block (see Section 4 for more details). The
run_thread_0 function is the test function, which contains the
assembly code of basic blocks. Here, “0” is the index of the thread
group. That means, FADATest generates a test function for each
thread group, rather than each thread. This design choice allows
FADATest to limit the size of the test program and reduce the additional pressure on the code cache of the target DBT system, as all
executed blocks will be translated and stored in the code cache.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a prototype of FADATest with the support
of two mainstream ISAs on the market: x86-64 and AArch64. The
execution profiler is implemented at the binary code level, using
the DBT system QEMU [3]. Note that FADATest is not tied to any
specific DBT system, and, in fact, the generated test programs
can be used to test various DBT systems. The distribution pattern
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#include ...
#define ...
struct timeval *tv_begin, *tv_end; unsigned char *ptr_mem_base;
void run_thread_0(unsigned int *percent);
... //other declarations
void init(void) {
ptr_mem_base = alignment16(malloc(1858758 * sizeof(uint64_t));
ptr_double_float = malloc(sizeof(double));
tv_begin = calloc(sizeof(struct timeval));
... //more initialization
}
void run_thread_0(unsigned int *percent) {
//executes basic blocks according to hotness and scaling factor
for(long i=0; i< *percent; i++) {
asm volatile(
"movq %[input_mem_base], %%r15\n\t" //prepares memory
"movq $1363, %%r10\n\t" //repeats 1363 times per iteration
"loop_0_0: movl 0x2f(%%r15), %%edx\n\t"
"cmpl %%ebx, %%edx\n\t"
"jne jmp_hit_0_0\n\t" //branches to a provided target
"test %%r15, %%r15\n\t"
"jmp_hit_0_0: dec %%r10\n\t"
"test %%r10, %%r10\n\t"
"jnz loop_0_0\n\t"
:
:[input_mem_base] "m" (ptr_mem_base)
:"rdx","r10","r15"
); ... //more basic blocks
}} ... //more threads
void fini(void) { ... /*releases memory*/}
int main(int argc, void *argv) {
init();
/*runs threads according to thread activity profiling*/
run_thread_func_0(80); //executes first 80% of main thread.
for(int i = 1;i < n_thread;i++){ //runs threads
pthread_create(&(tid[i-1]), NULL, \
(void*)run_thread_func_1, &percent);
}
for(int i = 1;i < n_thread;i++){
pthread_join(&(tid[i-1]), NULL);
}
run_thread_func_0(20); //executes remaining 20% of main thread.
fini();return 0;
}

Indirect Branch Instructions. Our implementation also needs to
take care of indirect branches. This is achieved by first placing a
reachable code address into a memory location and then replacing
the operand of an indirect branch with the address of the location.
This allows the indirect branch to be executed correctly.

Figure 6: A test program generated by FADATest. The code
is simplified for demonstration.

System Calls. If a block contains a system call, our implementation
firstly analyzes the block to determine whether the system call
number is defined. In case the instruction that defines the system
call number is not found in this block, an additional instruction will
be inserted before the system call instruction to define the system
call number. We use the getpid system call because it does not
require a parameter and also has no impact on the system state of
the host platform. For simplicity, FADATest does not ensure that the
system call parameters are prepared correctly. This is reasonable
because a system call may fail even in a normal execution.
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analyzer and the test program generator are primarily developed in
Python (∼ 2.4K LoC). The major obstacle we encountered during the
implementation was how to legitimately execute the instructions
in the basic blocks included in the generated test programs. We
next elaborate our solutions for each type of instructions.
Memory Access Instructions. To correctly execute a memory
access instruction, we need to pass an accessible memory address
to the instruction. In general, the memory address accessed by an
instruction is encoded through four elements and calculated based
on the formula: 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 +𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 ×𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 +𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡. Here, 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is required
while 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 and 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 are optional. 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 is a constant of 1, 2, 4, or
8. Besides, 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is typically provided through a register. Thus, our
implementation allocates a memory region in advance and passes
appropriate values to related registers so that the calculated address
falls into the region. Note that memory access instructions in the
same block can share one memory region to reduce the overhead
caused by memory allocation and data preparation.
Direct Branch Instructions. Since the generated test program
does not recover the control flow of the seed program, we need
to update the target of a branch instruction. Otherwise, the execution of the branch instruction may experience an error if the
branch target is unreachable. Hence, we revise the target of a branch
instruction to the instruction immediately following the branch
instruction. Furthermore, several instructions are inserted between
the branch and the target in case the branch is a conditional branch.

Call/Ret Instructions. In our implementation, call/ret instructions are not executed directly. Instead, a call instruction is decomposed into two instructions. The first one saves the return
address and the second one branches to the call target, which is
replaced with a reachable code address. Like most DBT systems,
ret instructions are handled in the same way as indirect branches.
Floating-Point Instructions. Inappropriate floating-point operations may produce floating-point exceptions, e.g., division by zero.
Given that a program will be terminated once a floating-point exception is triggered, we need to avoid such operations. To this end,
our implementation analyzes all floating-point instructions in a
basic block and carefully prepares the right floating-point data for
them so that no exception will be triggered.
SIMD Instructions. Similar to floating-point instructions, our implementation feeds SIMD instructions with appropriate floatingpoint values to avoid potential floating-point exceptions. In addition,
SIMD instructions generally access multiple memory items simultaneously. This requires our implementation to pay special attention
to calculate the actual size of the required memory and provide
aligned addresses for SIMD instructions.

ISA-Specific Instructions. Some ISA-specific instructions may
have special semantics and access implicit operands. For example,
the x86-64 CPUID instruction takes as input the value in RAX and
returns the CPU features to RAX, RBX, and RCX. Our implementation
ensures the correct execution of such an instruction in a basic block
by analyzing the instructions before it and inserting additional
instructions to initialize the input value if necessary.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate FADATest. The evaluation aims to answer the following research questions: i) How efficient are the test
programs generated by FADATest when used to test DBT performance? ii) Can the test programs generated by FADATest uncover
the same performance regression issues of a DBT system as the
original seed benchmark programs? iii) How efficient is the test program generation process? The data and source code are available
at https://github.com/fadatestdbt/fadatest.git.
Experimental Setup. In our evaluation, we use FADATest to generate test programs from benchmark programs in two standard
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Figure 7: Testing performance speedup achieved by the
test programs generated by FADATest and random sampling (RdmSmpl). The performance baseline is the testing
times of original benchmarks. Higher is better.

benchmark suites: SPEC CPU 2017 and PARSEC (version 3.0), which
have been extensively used to test the performance of DBT systems.
For each SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark, FADATest only needs to run it
once to collect the execution profile, as SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks
are single-threaded. For PARSEC benchmarks, FADATest runs them
with 1, 2, and 4 threads to collect multiple execution profiles for
distribution pattern analysis, but tests them with 8 threads to show
the capability of FADATest to scale up the number of threads. The
generated test programs are employed to test the performance of
two representative DBT systems: QEMU and Valgrind, with 8 and
5 historical versions, respectively.
Apart from comparing with the testing results of the original
benchmark programs, we also implement a random sampling mechanism and compare it comprehensively with FADATest. However,
if the sampling frequency is too high, it will significantly prolong
the sampling process. Moreover, it needs extra storage to save the
sampled basic blocks. Hence, we adopt a sampling interval of 10,000
basic blocks and limit the entire sampling process to 10 hours for
a benchmark program. Even with such a long time, we still can
only collect blocks for three PARSEC benchmarks. This also demonstrates the impracticability of the random sampling approach.
To demonstrate the adaptability of the generated test programs,
the evaluation covers two hardware platforms, powered by x86-64
and AArch64, respectively. The x86-64 platform is equipped with
an Intel i9-9900 CPU at 3.1GHz and 32GB main memory, while the
AArch64 platform has a Rockchip RK3399 CPU at 2.0GHz with 4GB
memory. On the x86-64 platform, QEMU takes as input AArch64
guest binaries, while on the AArch64 platform, it runs x86-64 guest
binaries. However, QEMU fails to run x86-64 binaries of original
SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks on the AArch64 platform. Also, there
is no data for Valgrind on AArch64 due to the significantly long
execution time of Valgrind. It takes less than 3 minutes to manually
tune the scaling factor 𝜂 for a test program on one platform. The
two platforms are occupied exclusively by our evaluation to reduce
any potential impacts of random factors. In addition, we run each
test 10 times and use the average value of them as the final result.

Testing Efficiency

Figure 7 shows the testing performance speedup achieved by the
test programs generated by FADATest when used for testing the
performance of QEMU and Valgrind on the two hardware platforms. The performance baseline is the testing time of the original
benchmark programs. The results of random sampling are also included for reference. Since there are multiple versions of QEMU and
Valgrind, we measure the testing performance speedup of every
version for each benchmark and use the geometric mean as the
final speedup result of the benchmark. As shown in the figure, the
testing performance is significantly improved by the test programs
generated by FADATest compared to the original benchmarks, with
an average speedup of 248× for QEMU-AArch64, 156× for QEMUx86-64, and 96× for Valgrind-x86-64. It is not a surprise that random
sampling can also achieve testing performance speedup, as it skips
the execution of many basic blocks. On average, it only takes around
35 seconds to complete the testing of a test program generated by
FADATest. This shows the capability of FADATest to offer a high
testing efficiency for DBT performance testing.

5.2

Testing Effectiveness

QEMU. Figure 8 shows the performance testing results of different versions of QEMU on the x86-64 platform using each original
benchmark program in SPEC CPU 2017 and PARSEC and the corresponding test program generated by FADATest. The testing times
are normalized to the version 2.9.1, so both of the two lines start
from 1. Due to the space limitation, we omit the testing results of
QEMU-AArch64, which are very similar to QEMU-x86-64.
From Figure 8, we can make two observations. First, the performance of QEMU-x86-64 changes frequently across different versions. For some benchmarks, such as perlbench and leela, there
is a clear performance regression from the version 3.0.0 to the version 4.0.1. For some other benchmarks, e.g., canneal and vips, the
performance regression starts earlier, i.e., from the version 2.12.1 to
the version 3.0.0. This phenomenon again suggests that it is highly
necessary to conduct performance regression testing for DBT systems. Moreover, a comprehensive test suite is required to expose
the performance regressions as early as possible. Second, the testing
results of the test programs generated by FADATest highly match
with those of the original benchmark programs. In particular, the
performance changes uncovered by testing the original benchmark
programs can also be captured by testing the generated test programs. This shows the effectiveness of the test programs generated
by FADATest for DBT performance regression testing.
Valgrind. Figure 9 shows the performance testing results of Valgrind using the original benchmark programs and the corresponding test programs generated by FADATest. Similarly, the testing
times of the version 3.14.0 are used as the performance baseline.
As shown in the figure, Valgrind also suffers from performance
regressions, e.g., from the version 3.17.0 to the version 3.18.0 for
perlbench. Furthermore, the testing results of the test programs
generated by FADATest perfectly match with those of the original
benchmark programs. This further demonstrates the effectiveness
and the portability of FADATest for DBT performance regression
testing across different DBT systems.
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Figure 10: Test effectiveness of the test programs generated by FADATest and the random sampling mechanism (RdmSmpl) with different versions of QEMU.
Comparing with Random Sampling. We next compare the testing results of the test programs generated by FADATest and those
generated using the random sampling approach. We also include
the testing results of original benchmarks as reference. Figure 10
shows the results of some benchmarks for QEMU. From the figure,
we can clearly see that random sampling cannot achieve testing
results that align with those of original benchmark programs. For
example, random sampling fails to uncover the performance fluctuation after the version 4.0.1 for the benchmark canneal. The
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Figure 11: Absolute execution times (in seconds) of the two
stages of the test program generation process in FADATest:
online profiling and offline analysis and generation.

reason is that the test programs generated by random sampling
cannot preserve the program-specific runtime characteristics of
original benchmark programs. In contrast, FADATest generates test
programs based on the profiled block hotness and thread activity
information, which enables it to achieve a testing effectiveness
similar to original benchmark programs.

5.3

Test Program Generation Process Study

Performance Overhead. There are two major stages in FADATest
to generate a test program from a benchmark program: online profiling and offline analysis and generation. Figure 11 shows the absolute
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Table 2: Sizes of log files generated by FADATest (in bytes).
“A64:” AArch64; “x64:” x86-64.
A64
327K
1.9M
578K
1.3M
510K

x64
510K
2.0M
826K
1.8M
759K

Benchmark
freqmine
streamcluster
swaptions
vips
average

A64
437K
1.9M
377K
2.8M
1.5M

x64
638K
2.9M
592K
2.8M
1.2M

9.6
9.4

Commit 888ea96a

9.2
9
8.8

0
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0
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0
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Absolute Testing Time (s)
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Table 3: Comparisons of the test program generation process
between FADATest and random sampling (RdmSmpl).

Commit #, from old to new

Figure 12: Performance regression by a single commit.
Online
Profiling
Offline
Analysis
Log Size

FADATest
RdmSmpl
FADATest
RdmSmpl
FADATest
RdmSmpl

canneal
882s
5157s
1.6s
69.79s
578KB
262MB

dedup
116s
1453s
4.63s
69.94s
1.3MB
78MB

freqmine
2188s
33465s
1.95s
173.41s
437KB
1.8GB

times required by the two stages for each benchmark and the two
ISAs. We omit the results of SPEC CPU 2017 benchmarks due to the
space limitation. For online profiling, the time is closely correlated
to the original execution time of each benchmark program. On average, the execution time of online profiling in FADATest, compared
to the original benchmark execution time, is around 2.4×. We think
this performance overhead is reasonable and also acceptable, as
the test programs only need to be generated once. Compared to
the online profiling stage, the offline analysis and generation stage
takes much less time. As shown in the figure, for all benchmarks,
the generation time is less than 30 seconds. This demonstrates the
high efficiency of the analysis and generation process in FADATest.
Storage Cost. We also study the cost of storing the log files generated by FADATest during the online profiling stage. Table 2 shows
the detailed sizes of the log files generated for each benchmark
and the two ISAs. As shown in the table, for all benchmarks, the
size is less than 3MB. On average, it only costs around 1.5MB for a
benchmark and one ISA. We believe this storage cost is acceptable
in practice, given that the capacity of a typical storage device is up
to several gigabytes even on embedded devices.
Comparing with Random Sampling. We further compare the
test program generation process of FADATest with the random
sampling approach. Table 3 shows the results. As shown in the
table, it takes a much longer time for random sampling to finish the
generation process. This is because the sampled blocks need to be
saved during the sampling process. Moreover, the sizes of the log
files generated by random sampling are much larger. These results
show the impracticability of the random sampling approach.

6

CASE STUDY

In this section, we show two representative case studies on QEMU
to demonstrate the practicability and necessity of conducting performance regression testing through FADATest during the daily
development of a DBT system.

A performance regression caused by a performance bug. In
this case study, we first observed a performance regression issue of
the perlbench benchmark under the reference input between two
commits: eabb7b91 (04/21/2016) and 757e725b (01/26/2016), which
include 1764 other commits between them. That means, to figure out
which commit(s) lead to the regression, it is necessary to conduct
comprehensive performance testing on individual commits. Given
the large number of the commits, it will be very time-consuming
to conduct such testing using the original benchmark because of
the long execution time of QEMU. Note that we didn’t observe a
performance difference if the test input of perlbench is used for the
testing. Also, it may take more than 300 hours to test the commits
with the train input. In contrast, with the FADATest generated test
program, we complete the performance testing of the 1764 commits
in around 13 hours. Figure 12 shows the testing result.
From the figure, we can clearly see that this performance regression issue is caused by a single commit, i.e., 888ea96a (02/16/2016).
Further investigation shows that this commit essentially removed
the manually enforced __always_inline__ attribute because the
developer overoptimistically assumes that “compilers have improved
. . . and we are probably better off trusting the compiler rather than trying to force its hand.” Unfortunately, however, the compiler is not as
smart as human developers to make an optimal decision on whether
a function should be inlined or not. On the other hand, inlining is
an important compiler optimization that can enable many other
optimizations, e.g., dead code elimination and constant propagation.
That is why this commit leads to a performance regression.
A performance regression caused by extended functionalities. This case study centers on the performance regression of
QEMU for the perlbench benchmark between the two release versions: 4.0.1 (10/17/2019) and 3.0.0 (08/14/2018), as shown in Figure 8.
There are 5655 commits between these two versions. By conducting
performance testing using the test program generated by FADATest,
two commits that caused the regression are identified in around
42 hours: f7b78602 (01/29/2019) and c47eaf9f (02/05/2019). The
first commit added additional code to check whether a translation
block is valid for different clusters. Since the code was added on the
critical path of the translation process, it introduced a substantial
performance slowdown. The second commit mainly added the support of ARM pointer authentication instructions, which were simply
ignored before this commit. As a result, it would inevitably decrease
the performance if the guest application has such instructions.

FADATest

Summary. The above case studies clearly demonstrate the benefit
of the high testing efficiency offered by FADATest on identifying
problematic commits that cause performance regressions. At the
same time, it shows the necessity of conducting performance regression testing during the daily development of a DBT system.
Here, we would like to emphasize that the high testing efficiency
of FADATest also provides a performance-centric view for developers on each commit. This is important even though the commit
is to add a new feature to the DBT system and expects some performance slowdown, as the testing will tell developers the exact
performance slowdown and allows them to immediately remedy
the performance loss if necessary.

7

RELATED WORK

Performance Regression Testing. A considerable amount of research work has been conducted to enhance both effectiveness
and efficiency of performance regression testing. Some research
work leverages automated workload generation [4, 10] to produce
proper input data sets for performance regression testing. Some
research work creates selective strategies to attain better testing
efficiency [19, 30, 31]. Bagherzadeh et al. analyze the performance
results of system calls in historic versions of the Linux kernel [2].
WISE presents an automated test generation techniques to find
performance bugs [7]. The research work in [18] proposes to utilize performance counters to detect performance regressions. To
obtain a fast testing report, some research work studies test case
prioritization approaches [20, 26]. PerfScope [14] improves the
testing efficiency by conducting performance risk analysis for prioritization. To test the performance of multi-threaded programs,
SpeedGun generates multiple threads from a single-threaded application [28]. PerfImpact sends the same input to two releases and
automatically mines the corresponding execution traces to rank
the impacts of code changes [24]. FOREPOST detects performance
issues by adopting machine learning techniques to select input data
to cover computationally intensive program paths [25].
Though performance regression testing has been explored comprehensively in common software systems, it is still very challenging to directly apply existing performance regression techniques
to DBT systems. There are several reasons. First, different from
common software systems, DBT systems take as input executable
binaries, which make it quite difficult to automatically and flexibly
generate representative inputs to conduct performance regression
testing of DBT systems. Second, due to the low efficiency of DBT
systems, it takes extremely long time to complete the testing of
standard benchmark programs on DBT systems. Third, the diverse
hardware platforms of a DBT system make it hard to use the same
benchmark programs to test the performance of the DBT system on
different hardware platforms, especially when the platforms have
significantly different computing power. To overcome these challenges, FADATest generates test programs from real benchmark
programs based on the execution characteristics of the benchmarks.
The generated test programs can achieve efficient and adaptive
performance regression testing of DBT systems.
Guest Program Generation for DBT Systems. PerfDBT [39] attempts to generate guest programs to test the performance of a DBT
system. However, PerfDBT has several fundamental limitations
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when using the generated guest programs for DBT performance
regression testing. First, it is designed specifically for x86-64 platforms, and thus cannot be applied to DBT systems running on a
different hardware platform. Second, multi-threaded benchmark
programs are not supported by PerfDBT. As a consequence, the
multi-threading performance of the target DBT system cannot be
tested. Third, PerfDBT assigns too many memory objects in the
generated guest programs, which may introduce a negative impact
on the performance testing results. In contrast, FADATest does not
have these limitations. It is designed specifically for efficient and
adaptive performance regression testing of DBT systems.
Code Generation for Hardware Simulators. To generate input
programs for simulators, SimPoint samples instructions during the
execution of a program [12]. The sampling policy is created based
on the phase information of the original program. Though the
selected instructions can be used to test architecture simulators,
they are not suitable for DBT systems. This is because DBT systems
are typically developed to run real-world applications, instead of
small pieces of instructions. Moreover, SimPoint does not support
multi-threaded programs. That means the instructions extracted
by SimPoint cannot recover the thread behaviors of the original
programs. Compared to the instructions extracted by SimPoint, the
test programs generated by FADATest are more appropriate for
testing the performance of DBT systems, as they can preserve the
performance characteristics of original programs.

8

CONCLUSION

Although DBT is a key enabling technology, developing and maintaining a real-world DBT system is not easy. An important method
to constantly maintain the performance efficiency of a DBT system
is to frequently conduct performance regression testing. However,
applying performance regression testing to DBT systems suffers
from several practical challenges, such as the natural differences
between DBT systems and regular software systems, the limited
availability of test programs, and various hardware platforms targeted by a DBT system. This paper presents FADATest to address
these challenges. FADATest employs several novel techniques to
generate adaptable test programs, which can be used to achieve
efficient and adaptive performance regression testing of DBT systems. We also implement a prototype of FADATest and use it to
generate test programs from benchmark programs in SPEC CPU
2017 and PARSEC. Experimental results show that the test programs can uncover the same performance regression issues across
different versions of QEMU and Valgrind as the original benchmark
programs and the testing efficiency is improved significantly. We
anticipate that FADATest will be integrated into the development
cycles of existing DBT systems by automatically launching the
performance regression testing before each code commit.
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